
Math 207b Spring 2007: Representations of QuiversMWF 12-12:50, 5829 AP&MProfessor D. Rogalski1. Contat InformationProf. Rogalski's OÆe: 5131 AP&ME-mail: drogalsk�math.usd.eduOÆe hours: Stop by anytime. After 2pm is usually good unless I attend aseminar. 2. Class DesriptionThis ourse will be an introdution to the representation theory of quivers, start-ing from the very beginning of the subjet. 207b will not be a ontinuation of theurrent ourse 207a, nonommutative projetive geometry, as was previously an-nouned. The prerequisite for 207b will be only some bakground in graduate levelalgebra, equivalent to past or urrent enrollment in the Math 200 or math 202series.A quiver is just a direted graph, and a representation of it is just an assignmentof a �nite dimensional vetor spae V(x) to eah vertex x and a linear transforma-tion from V(x) to V(y) for eah arrow from x to y. This simple idea pops up inmany ontexts, and representation theory of quivers has onnetions and applia-tions to areas as diverse as ombinatoris (the properties of Littlewood-RihardsonoeÆients), the theory of �nite dimensional algebras (a representation of a quiveris the same thing as a representation of the orresponding path algebra), algebraigeometry (moduli spaes of representations), and of ourse representation theorymore generally.Muh of the subtlety in the subjet omes from the diÆult problem of under-standing what the indeomposable representations for a given quiver look like. Themain goal of the ourse will be to develop all of the theory needed to prove Gabriel'stheorem, whih haraterizes those quivers whih have only �nitely many di�erentindeomposables up to isomorphism. In the remaining time we will survey someother interesting results. 3. ReferenesI. Our main referene for the �rst part of the ourse are some notes by HarmDerksen from a ourse on quivers he taught at Mihigan. These may be found athttp://www.math.lsa.umih.edu/ hderksen/math711.w01/math711.htmlWe plan to follow Letures 1-5 of these notes quite losely, up through the proof ofGabriel's theorem. After that we may over some other seleted parts of Derksen'snotes (there are 13 letures). I reommend you print out letures 1-5 only to beginwith. These �rst letures are well-written, exatly at the right level for us, andhave lots of good exerises. However, be aware that these letures do tend to havea lot of typos. If something seems wrong to you, it probably is.1



2 II. After the proof of Gabriel's theorem, there are many hoies about what toover, and I will deide later on. We may over some of the invariant theory and/orsome of the material on moduli spaes of representations in Derksen's notes. Ingeneral, I will not say muh about ombinatoris (it is not my expertise) and wewill not over any of the appliations to the properties of Littlewood-RihardsonoeÆients in Derksen's notes. If this is a big interest of yours you should be ableto read those setions on your own one we have developed the basi theory.III. Another possible topi we may over is the representation theory of tamequivers. For this, we would follow some notes of Bill Crawley-Boevey, "Letureson Representations of Quivers", whih an be found under the heading "ArhivedMaterials" at his home page:http://www.amsta.leeds.a.uk/ pmtw/In fat, these notes also ontain all of the basi material on quivers inludingthe proof of Gabriel's theorem (but a di�erent proof is given.) However, they arewritten at a more sophistiated level and so we will not begin with them. They dotend to be more polished than Derksen's notes.Another interesting set of notes by Crawley-Boevey I reommend if you are in-trigued by the onnetions with algebrai geometry is \DMV letures on representa-tions of quivers, preprojetive algebras and deformations of quotient singularities"found on the same home page. We might try to touh on some topis from thesenotes.IV. There are several books on the subjet of representations of �nite dimensionalalgebras. These tend to work more generally then we are going to (beause we areonly going to deal with path algebras), and so they are hard to read. They alsotend to work very algebraially and do not seem to deal muh with the onnetionto algebrai geometry, whih is the part I like. However, if you want to own aomprehensive book on the subjet, I suggestElements of the the Representation Theory of Assoiative Algebras,by I. Assem, D. Simson, A. Skowronskisine the paperbak version is relatively heap and I have heard it is deent.However, I don't expet to follow this book at all, though I might use it as areferene (for this reason I am likely to have the library opy heked out myself,sorry, though you are welome to borrow it.)


